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NASA, Industry
Leaders Discuss New
Booster Development

(NASA) On December 15, more than 120
aerospace industry leaders from more than
70 companies attended the Space Launch
System's Advanced Booster Industry Day held
at Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,
Ala. The event focused on a NASA Research
Announcement for the Space Launch System's
(SLS) advanced booster.
Marshall is leading the design and
development of the SLS on behalf of the agency.
The new heavy-lift launch vehicle will expand
human presence beyond low-Earth orbit and
enable new missions of exploration across the
solar system.
For explorations beyond the first two test
flights, the SLS vehicle will require an advanced
booster with a significant increase in thrust
over existing U.S. liquid or solid boosters.
"As we are forging ahead with Space Launch
System development, we are pleased to have
such a strong response from industry and
look forward to their ideas and hardware
demonstrations for advance boosters concepts,"
said Todd May, SLS program manager.
"Together, our expertise will enable an entirely
new U.S. booster capability, the largest and
highest performing booster system ever

produced, to begin the journey to deep space
safely and affordably."
Through this research announcement,
NASA is seeking proposals for engineering
demonstrations and/or risk reduction strategies
for advanced booster concepts. The aim is to
reducing risks while enhancing affordability,
improving reliability and meeting our
performance goals during an initial 30-month
phase prior to the full and open Design
Development Test and Evaluation (DDTE)
competition. The total award value for the
research announcement is $200 million with
multiple awards anticipated.
NASA anticipates initiating a full and open
competition for the advanced booster system in
FY2015 with award anticipated in FY2016 and
hardware delivery in the FY2019 timeframe.
The 130-metric-ton, evolved SLS is slated for
completion following the 2021 test flight. f
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Dawn Spirals Down to
Lowest Orbit
(NASA/JPL) NASA's Dawn spacecraft
successfully maneuvered into its closest orbit
around the giant asteroid Vesta in December,
beginning a new phase of science observations.
The spacecraft is now circling Vesta at an
altitude averaging about 130 miles in the
phase of the mission known as low altitude
mapping orbit.
"Dawn has
performed
some complicated and
beautiful choreography in
order to reach
this lowest
orbit," said
Marc Rayman,
Dawn chief
engineer and
mission manager based at
NASA's Jet
Propulsion
Lab or ator y,
Pasadena, Calif. "We are in
an excellent
position to
learn much more about the secrets of Vesta's
surface and interior."
Launched in 2007, Dawn has been in orbit
around Vesta, the second most massive object
in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter,
since July 15. The team plans to acquire data
in the low orbit for at least 10 weeks.
Dawn's framing camera and visible and
infrared mapping spectrometer instruments
onOrbit is made available to all K-12

school libraries in Nevada thanks to the
generous contributions from: The Friends
of The Planetarium
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will image portions of the surface at greater
resolution than obtained at higher altitudes.
But the primary goal of the low orbit is to
collect data for the gamma ray and neutron
detector (GRaND) and the gravity experiment.
GRaND will be looking for the by-products
of cosmic rays reflected off Vesta to reveal the
identities of many kinds of atoms in the surface
of Vesta. The instrument is most effective at
this low altitude.
Close proximity to Vesta also enables ultrasensitive measurements of its
gravitational
field. These
measurements
will tell scientists about the
way masses are
arranged in the
giant asteroid's
interior.
"Dawn's
visit to Vesta
has been eyeopening so
far, showing
us troughs and
peaks that telescopes only
hinted at,"
said Christopher Russell,
Dawn's principal investigator, based at UCLA.
"It whets the appetite for a day when human
explorers can see the wonders of asteroids
for themselves."
After the science collection is complete at the
low altitude mapping orbit, Dawn will spiral
out and conduct another science campaign
at the high altitude mapping orbit altitude
(420 miles), when the sun will have risen
higher in the northern regions. Dawn plans
to leave Vesta in July 2012 and arrive at its
second destination, the dwarf planet Ceres,
in February 2015.
Dawn's mission to Vesta and Ceres is man-
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aged by JPL for NASA's Science Mission
Directorate in Washington. JPL is a division
of the California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena. Dawn is a project of the directorate's Discovery Program, managed by NASA's
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville,
Ala. UCLA is responsible for overall Dawn
mission science. Orbital Sciences Corp. in
Dulles, Va., designed and built the spacecraft.
The German Aerospace Center, the Max Planck
Institute for Solar System Research, the Italian
Space Agency and the Italian National Astrophysical Institute are international partners
on the mission team. f

Strange New
"Species" of Ultra-Red
Galaxy Discovered
(NASA/SSC/CfA) In the distant reaches
of the universe, almost 13 billion light-years
from Earth, a strange species of galaxy lay
hidden. Cloaked in dust and dimmed by the
intervening distance, even the Hubble Space
Telescope couldn't spy it. It took the revealing
power of NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope to
uncover not one, but four remarkably red
galaxies. And while astronomers can describe
the members of this new "species," they can't
explain what makes them so ruddy.
"We've had to go to extremes to get the models
to match our observations," said Jiasheng
Huang of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics (CfA). Huang is lead author
on the paper announcing the find, which was
published online by the Astrophysical Journal.
Spitzer succeeded where Hubble failed because
Spitzer is sensitive to infrared light, light so
red that it lies beyond the visible part of the
spectrum. The newfound galaxies are more
than 60 times brighter in the infrared than they
are at the reddest colors Hubble can detect.
Galaxies can be very red for several reasons.
They might be very dusty. They might
contain many old, red stars. Or they might

be very distant, in which case the expansion
of the universe stretches their light to longer
wavelengths and hence redder colors (a process
known as redshifting). All three reasons seem
to apply to the newfound galaxies.
All four galaxies are grouped near each
other and appear to be physically associated,
rather than being a chance line-up. Due to
their great distance, we see them as they were
only a billion years after the Big Bang, an era
when the first galaxies formed.
"Hubble has shown us some of the first
protogalaxies that formed, but nothing that
looks like this. In a sense, these galaxies might
be a 'missing link' in galactic evolution" said
co-author Giovanni Fazio of the CfA.
Next, researchers hope to measure an
accurate redshift for the galaxies, which will
require more powerful instruments like the
Large Millimeter Telescope or Atacama Large
Millimeter Array. They also plan to search
for more examples of this new "species" of
extremely red galaxies.
"There's evidence for others in other regions
of the sky. We'll analyze more Spitzer and
Hubble observations to track them down,"
said Fazio.
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
Calif., manages the Spitzer mission for NASA's
Science Mission Directorate. Science operations
are conducted at the Spitzer Science Center
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at the California Institute of Technology in
Pasadena. NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center built Spitzer's Infrared Array Camera,
which took the observations. The instrument's
principal investigator is Giovanni Fazio of CfA.
Headquartered in Cambridge, Mass., the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
(CfA) is a joint collaboration between the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory
and the Harvard College Observatory. CfA
scientists, organized into six research divisions,
study the origin, evolution and ultimate fate
of the universe. f

Fastest Rotating Star
Found in Neighboring
Galaxy

(NASA/STScI) Astronomers have found
the fastest spinning star ever discovered. The
hot blue giant rotates at a dizzying 1 million
miles per hour, or 100 times faster than our
Sun does. The star is very close to the point at
which it would be torn apart due to centrifugal
forces if it spun any faster.
Two researchers at the Space Telescope Science
Institute in Baltimore, Md., Selma de Mink and
Daniel Lennon, are part of an international
team of astronomers who used the European
Southern Observatory's Very Large Telescope
at the Paranal Observatory in Chile to find
the massive, bright young star, called VFTS
102. It lies in a neighboring dwarf galaxy,
the Large Magellanic Cloud, about 160,000
light-years from Earth. Astronomers think
that it may have had a violent past and has
been ejected from a double star system by its
exploding companion.
The astronomers also found that the star,
which is around 25 times the mass of the Sun and
about one hundred thousand times brighter,
was moving through space at a significantly
different speed from its neighbors.
"The remarkable rotation speed and the
unusual motion compared to the surrounding
stars led us to wonder if this star had an unusual
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early life. It was suspicious," explained Philip
Dufton of Queen's University Belfast, Northern
Ireland, United Kingdom, lead author of the
paper presenting the results.
This difference in speed could imply that
VFTS 102 is a runaway star, a star that has
been ejected from a double star system after
its companion exploded as a supernova. This
idea is supported by two further clues: a pulsar
and supernova remnant in its vicinity.
The team suggests that the star could have
started life as one component of a binary star
system. If the two stars were close, gas from
the companion could have streamed over and
in the process the star would have spun faster
and faster. This would explain one unusual fact,
why it is rotating so fast. After a short life of
about ten million years, the massive companion
would have exploded as a supernova, which
could explain the supernova remnant found
nearby. The explosion would have led to the
ejection of the star and could explain the third
anomaly, the difference between its speed
and that of other stars in the region. As it
collapsed, the massive companion would then
have turned into the pulsar that is observed
today and completed the solution to the puzzle.
Although the astronomers cannot yet be sure
that this is exactly what happened, Dufton
concluded, "This is a compelling story because
it explains each of the unusual features that
we've seen. This star is certainly showing us
unexpected sides of the short but dramatic
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lives of the heaviest stars."
To test this theory, Lennon and de Mink will
use NASA's Hubble Space Telescope to make
precise measurements of the star's proper
motion across space.
This research was presented in a paper in
the Astrophysical Journal Letters. f

faint green bubble in the white box near the
bottom center of the image. This so-called
"planetary nebula" is the aftermath of the
death of a star. The burned-out central star
can be seen inside the bubble. It is uncertain
whether the planetary nebula is a member
of NGC 1846, or simply lies along the line
of sight to the cluster. Measurements of the
motion of the cluster stars and the planetary
nebula's central star suggest it might be a
cluster member.
The cluster was observed in filters that isolate
blue, green, and infrared starlight. As a member
(NASA/STScI) A new NASA Hubble Space of the Large Magellanic Cloud, NGC 1846 is
Telescope image shows globular cluster NGC located roughly 160,000 light-years away in
1846, a spherical collection of hundreds of the direction of the constellation Doradus. f
thousands of stars in the outer halo of the
Large Magellanic Cloud, a neighboring dwarf
galaxy of the Milky Way that can be seen from
the southern hemisphere.
Aging bright stars in the cluster glow in
Shows available for all grade levels
intense shades of red and blue. The majority
are offered Monday thru Friday at
of middle-aged stars, several billions of years
both the Fleischmann Planetarium
old, are whitish in color. A myriad of far
and the CSN Planetarium.
distant background galaxies of varying shapes
For information, call 702-651-4505 in
and structure are scattered around the image.
The most intriguing object, however,
Las Vegas or 775-784-4812 in Reno.
doesn't seem to belong in the cluster. It is a

Hubble Finds Stellar
Life and Death in a
Globular Cluster

Take a Field Trip to
a Planetarium
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Hubble Serves Up a
Snow Angel
(NASA/STScI) NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope presents a festive holiday greeting
that's out of this world. The bipolar starforming region, called Sharpless 2-106, looks
like a soaring, celestial snow angel. The
outstretched "wings" of the nebula record
the contrasting imprint of heat and motion
against the backdrop of a colder medium.
Sharpless 2-106, Sh2-106 or S106 for short,
lies nearly 2,000 light-years from us. The
nebula measures several light-years in length.
It appears in a relatively isolated region of the
Milky Way galaxy.

A massive, young star, IRS 4 (Infrared Source
4), is responsible for the furious activity we
see in the nebula. Twin lobes of super-hot gas,
glowing blue in this image, stretch outward
from the central star. This hot gas creates the
"wings" of our angel.
A ring of dust and gas orbiting the star acts
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like a belt, cinching the expanding nebula
into an "hourglass" shape. Hubble's sharp
resolution reveals ripples and ridges in the
gas as it interacts with the cooler interstellar
medium.
Dusky red veins surround the blue emission
from the nebula. The faint light emanating
from the central star reflects off of tiny dust
particles. This illuminates the environment
around the star, showing darker filaments of
dust winding beneath the blue lobes.
Detailed studies of the nebula have also
uncovered several hundred brown dwarfs.
At purely infrared wavelengths, more than
600 of these sub-stellar objects appear. These
"failed" stars weigh less than a tenth of our Sun.
Because of their low mass, they cannot produce
sustained energy
through nuclear
fusion like our
Sun does. They
encompass the
nebula in a small
cluster.
The Hubble
images were
taken in February
2011 with the
Wi d e F i e l d
Camera 3. Visible
narrow-band
filters that isolate
the hydrogen
gas
were
combined with
near-infr ared
filters that show
structure in the
cooler gas and
dust. f

The Las Vegas
Astronomical Society

Meets on the 1st Thursday of each
month at 7:30 pm in The Planetarium.
Call 702-561-7469 for information.
http://www.lvastronomy.com/
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A Galaxy Cluster Gets
Sloshed
(NASA/CXC) Like wine in a glass, vast
clouds of hot gas are sloshing back and forth
in Abell 2052, a galaxy cluster located about
480 million light years from Earth. X-ray
data (blue) from NASA's Chandra X-ray
Observatory shows the hot gas in this dynamic
system, and optical data (gold) from the Very
Large Telescope shows the galaxies. The hot,
X-ray bright gas has an average temperature
of about 30 million degrees.
A huge spiral structure in the hot gas,
spanning almost a million light years, is seen
around the outside of the image, surrounding a
giant elliptical galaxy at the center. This spiral
was created when a small cluster of galaxies
smashed into a larger one that surrounds the
central elliptical galaxy.
As the smaller cluster approached, the dense
hot gas of the central cluster was attracted to
it by gravity. After the smaller cluster passed
the cluster core, the direction of motion of
the cluster gas reversed and it traveled back
towards the cluster center. The cluster gas
moved through the center again and "sloshed"
back and forth, similar to wine sloshing in a
glass that was jerked sideways. The sides of
the glass push the wine back to the center,
whereas in the cluster the gravitational force
of the matter in the clusters pulls it back.
The sloshing gas ended up in a spiral pattern
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The Astronomy
Store
The CSN Planetarium
open 5 pm to 9 pm Friday
& 3 pm to 9 pm Saturday
The Astronomy Store features items
for sale that are of interest to the patrons
of The Planetarium. We carry a wide
variety of novelties, toys and observing
aids with a space or astronomical theme.
When patrons obtain their tickets to
planetarium shows, they can also purchase
a variety of astronomically oriented items.
Friends of The Planetarium receive a 10%
discount.
because the collision between the two clusters
was off-center.
This type of sloshing in Abell 2052 has
important physical implications. First, it
helps push some of the more dense, cooler
gas located in the center of the cluster, where
temperatures are only about 10 million degrees,
farther away from the core. This helps prevent
further cooling of this gas in the core and could
limit the amount of new stars being formed
in the central galaxy. Sloshing motions like
those seen in Abell 2052 also redistribute
heavy elements, like iron and oxygen, which
are forged in supernova explosions. These
elements are used in the future generations
of stars and planets and are necessary for life
as we know it.
Chandra's observation of Abell 2052 was
particularly long, lasting more than a week.
Such a deep observation was necessary to
detect all of the details in this image. Even
then, processing to emphasize more subtle
features was necessary to reveal the outer
spiral structure.
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In addition to the large-scale spiral feature,
the deep Chandra observation reveals exquisite
detail in the cluster center related to outbursts
from the central supermassive black hole. The
Chandra data show clear bubbles evacuated
by material blasted away from the black hole,
which are surrounded by dense, bright, cool
rims. As with the sloshing, this activity helps
prevent cooling of the gas in the cluster's
core, setting limits on the growth of the giant
elliptical galaxy and its supermassive black hole.
These results were published in the August
20, 2011 issue of The Astrophysical Journal.
The authors were Elizabeth Blanton of Boston
University, Boston, MA; Scott Randall of the
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
in Cambridge, MA; Tracy Clarke of the Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington DC;
Craig Sarazin of the University of Virginia in
Charlottesville, VA; Brian McNamara of the
University of Waterloo in Waterloo, Canada;
Edmund Douglass of Boston University
and Michael McDonald of the University of
Maryland, College Park, MD. f

John Grunsfeld To
Head NASA Science
Directorate
(NASA) NASA has named physicist and
former astronaut John Grunsfeld as the new
Associate Administrator for the Science Mission
Directorate at the agency's headquarters in
Washington. Grunsfeld took the reins of the
office effective Jan. 4, 2012. He succeeds Ed
Weiler, who retired from NASA on Sept. 30.

The Astronomical
Society of Nevada

The ASN normally meets on the 2nd
Tuesday of each month at 6:30 pm at
the Fleischmann Planetarium.
Call 775-324-4814 for information.
http://www.astronomynv.org/

Grunsfeld previously served as the deputy
director of the Space Telescope Science Institute
in Baltimore, which manages the science
program for the Hubble Space Telescope and is
a partner in the forthcoming James Webb Space
Telescope. His background includes research
in high energy astrophysics, cosmic ray physics
and in the emerging field of exoplanet studies
with specific interest in future astronomical
instrumentation.
A veteran of five space shuttle flights,
Grunsfeld visited Hubble three times as
an astronaut, performing a total of eight
spacewalks to service and upgrade the
observatory.
"John's understanding of the critical
connection between scientific research and
the human exploration of space makes him an
ideal choice for this job," NASA Administrator
Charles Bolden said. "I look forward to working
with him to take the agency's science programs
to even greater heights and make more of the
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ground-breaking discoveries about Earth and
our universe for which NASA is known."
Grunsfeld graduated from the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1980 with a bachelor's
degree in physics. Returning to his native
Chicago, he earned a masters degree and, in
1988, a doctorate in physics from the University
of Chicago using a cosmic ray experiment on
space shuttle Challenger for his doctoral thesis.
From Chicago, he joined the faculty of the
California Institute of Technology as a Senior
Research Fellow in Physics, Mathematics and
Astronomy.
Grunsfeld joined NASA's Astronaut Office
in 1992. He logged over 58 days in space on
five shuttle missions, including 58 hours and
30 minutes of spacewalk time. He first flew
to space aboard Endeavour in March 1995
on a mission that studied the far ultraviolet
spectra of faint astronomical objects using
the Astro Observatory. His second flight was
aboard Atlantis in January 1997. The mission
docked with the Russian space station Mir and
exchanged U.S. astronauts living aboard the
outpost. Grunsfeld then flew three shuttle
missions aboard Discovery in December 1999,
Columbia in March 2002 and Atlantis in May
2009, that successfully serviced and upgraded
the Hubble Space Telescope. He served as the
payload commander on the 2002 mission and
lead spacewalker in charge of Hubble activities
on the 2009 flight. In 2004 and 2005, he
served as the commander and science officer
on the backup crew for Expedition 13 to the
International Space Station.
"It is an honor and a privilege to be offered
the opportunity to lead NASA's Science
Mission Directorate during this exciting
time in the agency's history," Grunsfeld said.
"Science at NASA is all about exploring the
endless frontier of the Earth and space. I look
forward to working with the NASA team to
help enable new discoveries in our quest to
understand our home planet and unravel the
mysteries of the universe." f
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Friends of The
CSN Planetarium

Be a Star in Our Sky
onOrbit is made possible, in part,
by donations from the Friends of The
Planetarium. Anyone can become a Friend
by sending an annual donation of $25.00
or more (checks made payable to: CSN
Foundation, Inc.) to:

The Planetarium - S1A
College of Southern Nevada
3200 E. Cheyenne Avenue
North Las Vegas, NV 89030
Benefits:
•Receive onOrbit each month.
•Discount admission to all shows.  
•10% discount in the Astronomy Store.
•Screen credit in prologue presentations
prior to each public performance:
Star ($25) - three months credit.
Nova ($50) - six months credit, discount
		
admission for Friend & family.
Supernova ($100) - year credit, free
		
admission for Friend & discount
		
admission for family.
Star Cluster ($200) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & family.
Galaxy ($500) - year large credit, free
		
admission for Friend & all guests.

Hubble Racks Up
10,000 Science Papers
(NASA/STScI) NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope has passed another milestone in its
21 years of exploration: the 10,000th refereed
science paper has been published. This makes
Hubble one of the most prolific astronomical
endeavors in history.
For the past 21 years thousands of
astronomers around the world in over 35
countries have been engaged in Hubble
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research. Outside of the United States, the
top five nations publishing the most Hubble
findings are the United Kingdom, Germany,
Italy, France, and Spain.
The papers are based on Hubble observations
that cover nearly every frontier in astronomy.
The five top referenced science papers are,
in order: the search for distant supernovae
used to characterize dark energy; the precise
measurement of the universe's rate of
expansion; the apparent link between galaxy
mass and central black hole mass; early galaxy
formation in the Hubble Deep Field; and the
evolutionary models for low-mass stars and
brown dwarfs.
The 10,000th paper's lead author is Zach Cano
of the Astrophysics Research Institute, Liverpool
John Moores University, Liverpool, United
Kingdom. He reports on the identification of
the faintest supernova ever associated with a
long-duration gamma-ray burst, an intense
gusher of high-energy radiation following the
death of a star.
As typical of many Hubble programs, this
involved collaborative observations with
other observatories. The gamma-ray burst
was first detected on March 16, 2010, by
NASA's Swift high-energy space telescope.
The Faulkes Telescope South and the Gemini
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Telescope South joined
Hubble in making parallel
observations of the gammaray burst's location in visible
and infrared light.
The number of science
papers written based on
Hubble archival data has
increased to the point where
it has eclipsed the number
of papers resulting from
new observations. Hubble's
archive contains data from
over 1 million exposures.
This astronomical treasure
trove will serve as a key "data
mine" serving generations of
astronomers for decades to
come, long after Hubble has
stopped operations.
The first science paper from a Hubble
observation was submitted on October 1,1990,
by Tod Lauer of the National Optical Astronomy
Observatory in Tucson, Ariz. This paper
reported observations of the environment
around a suspected black hole in the core of
galaxy NGC 7457.
Data from Hubble's longest operating camera,
the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2 (which
was active from 1994 to 2009), was used for
nearly half of the papers. The next most
highly ranking instrument is the Advanced
Camera for Surveys, which was installed in
2002 and is still operating. This is followed
by three other top-ranking instruments: the
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph, the
Near Infrared and Multi-Object Spectrograph,
and the Faint Object Spectrograph.
Unlike other space astrophysics programs,
five space shuttle servicing missions to Hubble
from 1993 to 2009 repaired various components
of the telescope and upgraded it with ever
more powerful instruments. This ensured
an ongoing program of cutting-edge science
spanning over two decades. With a suite of
state-of-the-art science instruments, Hubble is
presently at its apex of scientific capability. f
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Month in
History
February
1: The Space Shuttle Columbia broke up during
re-entry due to wing damage in 2003. The
vehicle and its crew were lost.
2: Christopher Clavius, responsible for the
calendar reform implemented by Pope
Gregory XIII, died on this date in 1612.
The Gregorian calendar is still in use today.
3: Luna 9, launched by the Soviet Union,
made the first soft landing on the moon
and returned pictures from another world
for the first time on this date in 1966.
4: Clyde Tombaugh, the discoverer of Pluto,
was born on this date in 1916. See Feb. 18.
5: The US spacecraft, Mariner 10, returned
the first close images of our sister planet as
it passed Venus on this date in 1974 headed
towards Mercury.
5: Apollo 12, the 2nd mission to the moon’s
surface landed near Fra Mauro close to the
lunar equator on this date in 1971. Alan
Sheppard and Ed Mitchell visited the surface
and Stuart Roosa remained in orbit aboard
the command module.
7: American astronauts Bruce McCandless
and Robert Steward accomplished the
first untethered space walks with Manned
Maneuvering Units (MMU) during the
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STS-41B shuttle mission in 1984.
11: Japan became the fourth nation to launch
an artificial satellite in 1970 with the launch
of the 50 pound Ohsumi satellite. They used
a newly developed solid fuel, multi-staged
rocket similar to the US Scout rocket. The
satellite’s battery failed the next day.
14: The US launched Syncom 1, the first
geosynchronous satellite, in 1963.
15: Galileo Galilei was born in 1564 in Pisa,
Italy. In December, 1609, he was the first
person to use a telescope to look at the
heavens and report what he saw.
18: Clyde Tombaugh, an observing assistant
at the Lowell Observatory, announced the
discovery of the planet Pluto in 1930 from
photos taken over the previous two months.
19: Nicolaus Copernicus was born in 1473.
He was the first modern proponent for a
model of the solar system with the sun at
the center.
19: The Soviet Union launched the Mir space
station into orbit in 1986. This space
station was deorbited and burned up in
the atmosphere in March 2001.
20: John Glenn became the first American
astronaut to orbit the earth in 1962 aboard
the Friendship 7 Mercury craft. His mission
lasted for three orbits which ended in less
than five hours.
24: The discovery of the first pulsar was
announced by Jocelyn Bell in 1968 at
Cambridge in the United Kingdom.
28: The US launched the first spacecraft into
a polar orbit on this date in 1959. f

Give a Star
A popular service of The CSN Planetarium lets you dedicate a star to a loved
one. For a donation of $35, we will provide an attractive certificate that proclaims
your dedication of the star of your choice to any other person. The certificate will
have a chart of the constellation containing the star and complete information
about the star. A donation of $100 will give you an exclusive dedication. Call
651-4138 or 651-4505 for further information.
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Sky
Calendar

February

Dwarf Planets. (At mid-month - 15th)

Planet
Constellation
Transit
Pluto
Sagittarius
8:37 am (35°)
Ceres
Cetus
2:44 pm (51°)
Eris
Cetus
3:38 pm (50°)
MakeMake Coma Berenices 2:46 am (81°)
All times are Pacific Standard Time. Rise Haumea Boötes
3:55 am (72°)
and set times are for the astronomical horizon
All Dwarf Planets require a telescope. Ceres
at Las Vegas or Reno as noted.
is visible through most amateur telescopes.
The Planets
Pluto usually requires a telescope of at least
Mercury. Mercury is visible in the evening 12" diameter. Dwarf planets beyond the orbit
of Neptune can also be referred to as Plutoids.
sky at the end of the month. Superior
Eris ("EE-ris"), MakeMake (mah-keh-mahconjunction on the far side of the sun keh) and Haumea, like most Plutoids, require a
occurs on February 7.
professional sized telescope. Transit times and
Venus. Venus, in Pisces, appears in the altitudes (from Las Vegas) are when the object
southwestern sky setting about 3 hours after is at its highest in the southern sky. Each will
the sun. Look for the waxing crescent moon appear slightly lower in the sky from Reno. f
above Venus on the evening of February 25.
Mars. Mars, in Leo, is rising a bit after sunset.
Look for the waning gibbous moon to
The Moon
rise to the right of Mars on the evening of
Each day the moon rises about one hour
February 9. Opposition (directly opposite
later
than the day before. The New Moon (not
the sun in the sky) will occur on March 3.
visible) is in the direction of the sun and rises
Jupiter. Jupiter, in Aries, is in the southwest and sets with the sun. The first quarter moon
after sunset. Look for the waxing crescent rises at about noon and sets near midnight.
moon to the right of Jupiter on the evening The full moon is opposite the sun in the sky
and rises at sunset and sets at sunrise. The
of February 26.
last quarter moon rises near midnight and
Saturn. Saturn, in Virgo, is rising in the east sets near noon. Perigee is when the moon is
near 10 pm. The waning gibbous moon will closest to the earth and apogee is when it is
rise shortly before Saturn on the evening farthest. The distance varies by ±6% from
of February 11.
the average.
Uranus. Uranus, in Pisces, is low in the west
at sunset. It sets less than three hours after
the sun. Look for the two-day old waxing
crescent moon to the right of Uranus on
the evening of February 23.

First quarter
Full Moon
Last quarter
New Moon
First quarter

Jan. 30
Feb. 7
Feb. 14
Feb. 21
Feb. 29

8:10 pm pst
1:54 pm
9:04 am
2:35 pm
5:21 pm

Neptune. Neptune, in Aquarius, is too close in
direction to the sun to be seen. Conjunction,
on the far side of the sun, occurs on February
19. It will next become visible late in March
in the early morning sky.

Apogee
Perigee
Apogee

Jan. 30
Feb. 11
Feb. 27

9:43 am pst
10:33 am
6:03 am

onOrbit

2012
The Sun

Date
Feb. 1
Feb. 4
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb. 25
Feb. 28
Feb. 29

Las Vegas

Sunrise
6:42 am pst
6:39
6:37
6:34
6:31
6:27
6:24
6:20
6:17
6:13
6:11

Sunset
5:07 pm pst
5:10
5:13
5:16
5:19
5:22
5:25
5:28
5:31
5:34
5:35
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Day
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Wed.

Date
Feb. 1
Feb. 4
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb. 25
Feb. 28
Feb. 29

Reno

Sunrise
7:07 am pst
7:04
7:01
6:58
6:54
6:51
6:47
6:43
6:39
6:34
6:33

Sunset
5:19 pm pst
5:22
5:23
5:30
5:33
5:37
5:40
5:43
5:47
5:50
5:51

Day
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Fri.
Mon.
Thu.
Sun.
Wed.
Sat.
Tue.
Wed.

The Mid-Winter Sky
High in the south at about 8:00 pm during
February is the bright constellation of Orion.
Orion has more bright stars in it than most
other constellations. Orion is the hourglass
figure in the middle of the diagram.
The left shoulder of Orion is marked by the
bright red star Betelgeuse. The right foot of
Orion is the bright blue star Rigel. These are
the two brightest stars of Orion.
The three stars at the waist of the hourglass
form the “belt” of Orion. They are called
Mintaka, Alnilam and Alnitak. Extending the
line formed by the belt stars upward, takes you
to the bright red star Aldebaran, the brightest
star in Taurus, the Bull. Continuing the line
takes you through the “V”-shaped pattern of
the Hyades star cluster and eventually to the
small “dipper-shaped” pattern of the Pleiades
star cluster. The Pleiades are seven sisters
kidnaped by Zeus in the form of Taurus.
Extending that same line downward takes you
to Sirius, the brightest star in Canis Major, the
Big Dog. Sirius is also the brightest appearing
star in the sky.
Below the Belt of Orion, in the lower part
of the hourglass, are three faint stars in a row.
The middle star does not look quite sharp to
the eye. This fuzziness is caused by the fact
that the middle star is not actually a star, but
a nebula. It is the famous Great Nebula of

Orion, also known as M42. This cloud of
glowing gas can be easily seen with a pair of
binoculars. It is a star forming region that is
400 light years across and nearly 1500 light
years away. Telescopes have shown evidence
of hundreds of new stars being born there.
Above and to the left of Orion is the
constellation of Gemini, the Twins. The
two brightest stars, along the left side of the
diagram, are Castor and Pollux. These stars
are very similar in appearance which led to
them being called “The Twins”. f
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